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Re-Thinking Physical Contradictions #2:
Business Problems
It feels like a long time ago, because – embarrassingly – it was a long time ago. April 2017
to be precise, and Issue 181 of this ezine, was the place where we started our re-think of
the Physical Contradictions part of the TRIZ/SI story. That first article focused on defining
a new structure for thinking about Physical Contradictions in a technical context. The
promise at the end of that article was that ‘part 2 in the series’ would shift the focus to
business problems. We thought the transition would be easy, but it turns out – 10 months
later – to have required some much deeper and broad-ranging thinking. Now, finally, we
think we have the story understood and tested sufficiently to be able to present it to a
wider audience.
First up a small recap. Figure 1 summarises the eventual taxonomy for looking at the full
scope of ways of separating Physical Contradictions. The taxonomy splits the story into
Space, Time and Interface categories. This was one of the blinding flashes of the obvious
that happened about a year ago: Space-Time-Interface is one of the pillars of Systematic
Innovation so maybe it gives us what we need to comprehensively map the spectrum of
separation strategies. Maybe, too, it does the job in such a manner that we can eliminate
the ‘miscellaneous left-over’ parts of the classical TRIZ version of Physical Contradictions.
Sure enough, adding the Interface category of separation strategies did exactly that.
‘Interface’ is all about the ‘betweens’, the relationships between the things in and around a
system that enable means of triggering a conditional change between one side of a
Contradiction and the other. The concept worked well, but the real magic didn’t happen
until we connected the ‘between’ story to the S-Field tool and the need for there to be a
‘field’ present for any system to be able to call itself a system. Given this insight, it was
possible to build an Interface taxonomy around the list of possible fields.
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Figure 1: Physical Contradiction Separation Strategy Taxonomy For Technical Problems

So far so good. But then came the job of testing the hypothesis that the same SpaceTime-Interface ontology was universal enough to translate into the world of business and
management. The good news was that it does. The bad news was that the world of ‘fields’
did not translate well out of the technical context. Thermal or electrical fields might be
good ways of separating and solving a Physical Contradiction in the technical world, but
neither sounded particularly relevant (or legal!) in a business context. So what does ‘field’
mean in the business world?
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Answer: emotions. We’re not the first people to make this connection (see Reference 1 for
example). What was still missing, however, was any degree of comprehensiveness about
the range of different emotions.
Fortunately – in true, ‘someone, somewhere already solved your problem’ fashion – we
aren’t the only people to have asked this question. Reference 2 even goes so far as
making a review of all the different researchers that have attempted to answer the
spectrum of emotions question. Figure 2 reproduces a summary of Ortony and Turner’s
findings:

Figure 2: Ortony & Turner Table Of Research On Identification Of Basic Human Emotions

Perhaps not surprisingly, there are many discrepancies between the different researcher
findings. Looking a little deeper, everyone appears to be finding the same things, but then
segments them in different ways (aah, the troubles caused by dumb copyright law!).
We could, it seems, have selected almost any of the models for our purposes, but two
models seemed to stand out to us. The first was a ‘deeper-dive’ analysis by Shaver et al
(Reference 3). We particularly liked their summary table as reproduced here in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Ortony & Turner Table Of Research On Identification Of Basic Human Emotions
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What this model provides is an elegant hierarchical structure. This, in theory, would allow
Physical Contradiction solving users to start at a high level and progressively dig down to
acquire more detail as and when they needed it.
We then found a similar hierarchical structure in the Atlas Of Emotions (Reference 4). It
also makes an elegant attempt to ‘rank’ the various different emotions, adding an
additional level of granularity for anyone seeking it. Figure 4 illustrates the overall Atlas
taxonomy:

Figure 4: Atlas Of Emotions Taxonomy

What we also liked about this model was its recognition of the overlap between different
emotions. It then gets even better when we start drilling down into each of the emotions.
Figure 5, for example, reproduces the spectrum of emotions within the ‘Enjoyment’ cluster:

Figure 5: Spectrum Of ‘Enjoyment’ Emotions Within Atlas Of Emotions
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It also contains this elegant emotional episode timeline model, which, if anyone really
wants to get deep into the Physical Contradiction solving story at the most granular –
micro-second-to-micro-second – level might wish to explore more deeply (I imagine we’ll
be re-visiting it ourselves in future ezine articles):

Figure 6: Atlas Of Emotions ‘Emotional Episode Timeline’ Model

Meanwhile, the main job here needs to be how we apply this model into the bigger SpaceTime-Interface separation strategy context. Figure 7 reproduces the business version of a
Physical Contradiction Template (PCT) as found in the imminent Business Matrix 3.0 book
(Reference 5).
Parameter:

We want

AND
Y/N

Micro, Mini, Macro, Meta
Individuals, Team, Department, Division, Business Unit
Office, Town, Region, Country, Continent
Supplier, Customer, Consumer, Complementor, Competitor
Coordination, Sensor, Engine, Transmission, Tool, Interface
Innovation Capability Maturity: L1, L2, L3, L4, L5
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Autonomy, Belonging, Competence, Meaning
Parent, Adult, Child
Survival, Tribal, Feudal, Order, Scientific, Communitarian, Holarchy, Holistic
Prophet, Nomad, Hero, Artist
Fear: Trepidation, Nervousness, Anxiety, Dread, Desperation, Panic,
Horror, Terror; Anger: Annoyance, Frustration, Exasperation, Argumentativeness, Bitterness, Vengefulness, Fury; Disgust: Dislike, Aversion,
Distaste, Repugnance, Revulsion, Abhorrence, Loathing; Sadness:
Disappointment, Discouragement, Distraughtness, Resignation, Helplessness, Hopelessness, Misery, Despair, Grief, Sorrow, Anguish; Enjoyment:
Sensory/Pleasure, Rejoicing, Compassion/Joy, Amusement, Schadenfreude, Relief, Peace, Fiero, Pride, Naches, Wonder, Excitement, Ecstasy

40, 31,
30, 33

TIME

Second, Minute, Hour, Day, Week, Month, Year, Decade…
Exploration, Design, Production, Supply, Support, Return
Divergent, Convergent
Stage-Gate 1, 2, 3…
Process step A, B, C….
Sustaining, Disruptive, Breakthrough, Tipping-Point
Trigger, Inflated-Expectations, Trough, Enlightenment Slope

24, 12, 23,
6, 32, 8,
38, 39

Inventive Principles:

Figure 7: Physical Contradiction Template (PCT)
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2, 35, 3,
5, 37, 4
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13, 25,
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29, 16

INTERFACE
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TIME

The left-hand side of the Template sheet is in effect a check-list of possible contradiction
separation possibilities in each of the three, Space, Time and Interface categories. More
details of the list can be found in the Business Matrix 3.0 book. The right-hand side of the
Template then describes the Venn Diagram we have been using for some time now as a
means of guiding users to the Inventive Principles that previous contradiction-solvers have
successfully utilized to solve their version of our problem. Any readers that have already
acquired copies of the Business Matrix 3.0 fold-out sheet (we managed to publish that
almost a year before the book), will recognize this Diagram from the back of the sheet. In
that version, we were still labelling the third circle as ‘Condition’. In this new PCT version
(and in the BM3 book), now we had the blinding flash of the obvious that Space and Time
are also ‘conditions’, the third circle is relabeled, ‘Interface’.
The main working part of the Template is the cluster of empty boxes in the middle of the
sheet. Figure 8 shows what they will typically look like after they’ve been completed. The
problem being addressed in this case being a common cultural problem relating to what
my Australian friends call the ‘tall-poppy’ problem. We want others to be successful, but
we also don’t want them to be ‘too’ successful. In the poppy metaphor, the taller the
poppy, the more ‘successful they’ve been. Except, the taller they become relative to the
other poppies, the more likely it is that they will be the poppy that gets cut down.
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Figure 8: Completed PCT For ‘Tall Poppy’ Contradiction

One of the things we often now see – and I experienced it here doing this problem ‘live’ in
front of the team – is that merely having a better check-list of separation options is very
often enough to enable solution of the problem. The finding that we want others to be
successful if we receive some reflected glory and don’t if their success clouds our own
feels like I’m close enough to having a solution before I’ve started to look at the Inventive
Principle suggestions.
If I still need some help to bridge the gap between problem and solution, from the tallpoppy perspective, perhaps the answer to their problem, therefore, is where the Inventive
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Principles, and in this case Principle 40, Composite, comes in to play. Principle 30, Thin &
Flexible also feels like its on the money.
So far, being a long-term anti-Physical Contradiction person, thanks to the new structure
and, particularly the check-lists, I think I’m coming around to the idea more. Now I can
enjoy solving conflicts and physical contradictions.
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Promise Point

Compare and contrast. Think about Steve Jobs’ masterful launch of the iPad. Then think
about how Google launched Glass. Downstream of the launch, of course, the iPad was a
world-changing success, while Google Glass rapidly turned into something of a backpeddling embarrassment for the company. Could it possibly be that much of the success –
or lack thereof – was directly attributable to the respective launches? We believe the
answer to that question is a clear yes. Steve Jobs was a master of managing the ‘Promise
Point’, and Google were not.
The Promise Point is the point in time when a new entity is announced to the outside
world. Prior to Steve Jobs walking out on stage with his envelope, no-one in the public
(and, for that matter, most of the employees within Apple) had any idea what was about to
be announced. This mean none of us had any time to spend time anticipating what the
product or service or whatever it was about to be was going to look like, do or not do.
Knowing that humans are pretty good at over-anticipating, not allowing it to happen is a
good thing. Especially, when, once people have seen what it is that’s being promised to
them, they believe it will deliver on that promise. Make sure that when it’s announced, in
other words, that it does exactly what you want it to do. Now you’ve achieved two things:
you didn’t allow customers to over-anticipate, and you delivered on what you promised. As
such, you just helped build customer trust. Here is the way of building the reputation as
thought leaders that execute brilliantly.
Here, by way of contrast is the timeline of Glass’s rise and fall:
• In spring 2013, the first Google Glass “Explorers” started receiving their $1,500
devices. They could pick-up a pair at one of Google’s designated Glass
“Basecamps,” located in San Francisco, New York City, Los Angeles, and London.
Visiting Basecamp was a swanky affair — Explorers were served drinks and treated
like royalty while Google employees gave them a primer on how to use the
expensive new products.
• Because of the secretive nature of Glass, many of the first employees responsible
for working at those Basecamps were hired without knowing what they would be
doing. During interviews, they had to practice pitching a random Google product. It
wasn’t until the second day of training after being hired that they knew what they
would actually be working with Glass.
• There was so much early buzz around Glass that the job was incredibly exciting.
Basecamp employees gave dozens of demos per week and would get to give
special demos in cities like Detroit, Austin, and Washington DC.
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It was clear that there were a lot of kinks in the product, but people were generally
still very enthusiastic. At first.
The "This is gonna be huge!" mentality started fading pretty quickly. As Nick Bilton
recently reported for The New York Times, Glass was still an early prototype and
the engineers working on it knew it “wasn’t even close to ready for prime time.”
Tech reviewers described it as “the worst product of all time” and Explorers gave
Basecamp employees tons of feedback on things that needed fixing.
Customer complaints were generally taken into consideration as rapidly as
possible, our source says. “The product changed so much from when I first started
working on the project until I left.” But interest in the device started to wane all the
same — the bugs, impracticality, and privacy concerns made Glass underwhelming
(and easy to mock)… in effect the Company was having people pay $1,500 to tell
them how to fix the thing.”
It was clear that Glass wasn’t yet going to meet all the pre-launch hype. “We kept
missing the benchmarks that we had set,” our source says. “All the grand plans that
we had at the beginning just didn’t materialize.”
At the fancy showroom, the number of appointments started to wind down, from
peaks of 60 per day to far less. Basecamp employees started getting cut. Our
source started with about 80 other employees, but people kept getting let go in
waves as demand decreased and people could choose to get it shipped to their
homes instead of having to come to one of the basecamps. Morale of employees
started dropping as the buzz around Glass wore off.
In January 2015, Google announced that it was ending its Explorer program and
would no longer sell its initial version of Glass.

From a Promise Point perspective, Google probably couldn’t have got things any more
wrong. By the time of their big launch, the ‘product’ was little more than unexplored
potential. Not to mention the thought that, by pre-announcing what it was all about, they
triggered an enormous wave of users thinking about potential uses. Quite a lot of them
with a tenuous link with the reality. Quite a lot more associated with things that were barely
legal. Suddenly Google found themselves unwittingly in the middle of a spying scandal.
Smart innovators think a lot about their Promise Point and do all in their power to manage
it. The simplest way to think about managing Promise Point involves working out how you
stay below the radar for as long as possible. The moment you become visible, you need to
be ready to deliver tangible value.
There’s a strong connection here to the Gartner Hype Cycle (Reference 1). There’s
nothing inherent about the Hype Cycle, but it is a pattern of market behavior we see all the
time when organisations choose not to manage their Promise Points. In many ways, the
whole Cycle is instigated by a ‘Technology Trigger’ which is almost by definition the point
where companies announce way to soon the things they’re working one. If companies, on
the other hand, were truly managing Promise Point in the manner in which Steve Jobs did
the job, they’d not be going public until much later. A truly smart project manager, looking
at the Hype Cycle would wait until the Tough of Disillusion period had bottomed-out before
going public with their project plans. After this point, provided we’re ‘ready’, the only way is
up.
Life, of course, is never quite that simple. Waiting until the Trough of Disillusion inevitably
means that we are entering the market as a follower rather than a pioneer. Sometimes –
and for many enterprises – being a fast, effective follower is exactly the right strategy to
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adopt. But where does that leave the pioneers? Are they doomed to fall in to the too-early
Promise Point trap? Or is there something they can do to mitigate the Hype Cycle risks?

a far more sensible
Promise Point

Usual
Promise
Point

Figure 1: Gartner Hype Cycle & Promise Point Management

In classic TRIZ fashion, someone somewhere already solved the problem. Not always
flawlessly, but nevertheless usually well enough to offer some useful insight to others.
Enter the aerospace industry. Very definitely a ‘someone’ with a more extreme version of
every innovator’s Promise Point problem since the gestation period for a new aircraft
design is measurable in years. And in today’s massively transparent, speed-of-light world
that might just as well be an eternity.
Not only that, but the additional layer of complexity the industry must manage its way
through is the service life of the products they’re designing. A successful aircraft project
will likely mean the design will still be in service in 40, 50 or in some cases 60 years into
the future. How on earth do designers anticipate customer needs that far into the future?
Answer, they spend a significant proportion of the development time of an aircraft project
in ‘Exploration’ mode. From a Design Thinking ‘double-diamond’ divergent-convergent
process perspective, a new aircraft design will spend a lot of time in Problem-DefinitionDivergent mode (Figure 2). Sometimes up to 75% of the development period time will be
spent in this mode. What’s happening during this period is the development team are
‘managing the unknowns’ and conducting research and trials to answer as many of them
as possible, as fast as possible and spending as little money as possible.
Reference 2 offers up the basics of this ‘managing the unknowns’ methodology. Lots of
flexible team-work, very short planning cycles, regular team meetings and no Gantt charts.
And, Promise-Point-wise, no announcement of what’s happening to the world at large.
Managing the Promise Point in aerospace terms means that during this Exploration work,
the team works under conditions of extreme invisibility. And that includes periods when its
useful to bring customers on board to help answer some of the unknowns, since they’re
also bound by the terms of the invisibility cloak. In some cases, in case the message
hasn’t been pushed far enough, even the internal senior leadership team will be kept out
of the information loop. Not only is there a Promise Point management job to be done with
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the external world, there’s also one to be done internally. In extreme cases this will indeed
keeping senior leaders out of the loop, but in almost every case it will mean keeping the
Operational Excellence production people out of the loop. That’s what Skunkworks are all
about – keeping development work out of the hands of the production people until the
Exploration is done and the prototype is ready to leave the hangar.
Problem Definition

Solution Generation

Divergent Convergent

‘Situations’

The ‘Right’
Situation

Divergent Convergent

Solutions

The ‘Best’ Solution

EXPLORATION

Figure 2: Where The Aerospace Industry Spends The Majority Of Its Development Time

This probably worked best during the 1950s and 1960s when the US X-Plane R&D
strategy was at its adventurous peak – Figure 3.

Figure 3: X-Planes

Crucially, none of the outputs from the X-Planes programme were – or ‘are’ – intended to
be production solutions. They are ‘mere’ technology demonstrators to help answer critical
unknowns before the actual ‘right situation’ specification for a production aircraft can be
drawn up.
Skunkworks, when they work well, are all about a working high-learning-low-spend
mentality of individuals who love breaking rules in order to find better rules. Things like
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‘budget’ are often somewhat notional affairs, at least in detail terms. The team is given an
overall pot of money, but they – and the unknowns they’re expected to answer – are the
ones that will work out how best to distribute the money. Indeed, working out how to
distribute the money is one of the first unknowns requiring to be managed.
Not having budgets and having senior leaders being largely ‘out of the loop’ is often
perceived as quite threatening in the majority of industries. Probably quite rightly so when
the R&D teams aren’t inculcated into the ways of the Explorer and are instead viewed with
skepticism by the rest (Operational Excellence) part of the business.
One response to this skepticism has been Discovery Driven Planning (Reference 3). It too
operates on the premise that the main Exploration job to be done is converting unknowns
to knowns (albeit it tends to label the unknowns as ‘assumptions’). But importantly, it starts
by forcing innovators to think about their overall objectives. Recognising the need for
innovators to speak Operational Excellence language, these overall objectives are
typically expressed in terms of financial metrics like ‘profitability’ and ‘required profits’.
Pragmatic as it might seem forcing innovation teams to be focused on profit on Day One,
in aerospace industry terms, such a strategy would represent something of a compromise
on the programme. Profitability is an emergent outcome not a design variable. Sure
enough it helps to eliminate a lot of apparently un-attractive options, but in a complex
world, it almost inevitably eliminates a lot of possibilities way too soon. One suspects, too,
that the team working at Apple to develop the iPad, were not working to a profit target at
the beginning of their project. As Deming always said, ‘the most important numbers are
unknown and unknowable’. iPad emerged from solid instincts (and answered unknowns)
about unmet customer needs. In much the same way that Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner
emerged from developing a clear understanding that we live in a world of increasing
passenger numbers and a perennial need to decrease passenger-mile costs. And a need
to do it faster – i.e. through a better exploration learning process – than their competitors.
Doing the right things and learning faster than the competition is a far more effective
means of delivering future profit to shareholders than Promising a level of Profitability on
Day One. This is so because now you’re managing (first principle) inputs rather than trying
to control an uncontrollable emergent output.
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Definitely Not Funny – A Food Contradiction

Once upon a time, a clever person in the coffee industry realized there was a problem.
‘How come’, they said to themselves, ‘all coffee tastes pretty much the same? Why can’t
we make it taste better?’ And the answer they came up with was that the heart of the
problem lay in the manufacturing process. There only being so many ways you can
process a coffee bean. Being a clever person, they decided to use TRIZ to help solve the
problem. A contradiction problem as it happens, between the desire to improve taste and
the limitation of the manufacture process. Also being smart, they used the latest version of
the Contradiction Matrix rather than the original 1970s version. This is what it told them:

The clever person then brainstormed through the suggested Inventive Principles. Several
seemed to point to the same basic directions – do something earlier, nest something in
something else and use an intermediary. After incubating these clues around in their head
for a few days, finally, the Eureka moment arrived.
Civets.
We need to process the coffee beans through a friendly civet.
Being naturally excited about the idea, they decided to try it out…

cute

less cute

Civets, being quite cute, made the first part of the experimental process went well. On the
other hand, recovery of the ‘processed’ beans felt a lot less like fun, and so it was with
some trepidation that they ground up the civet poop, poured hot water over it and took a
sip.
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Fortunately, the coffee tasted pretty good. Maybe if we clean the coffee beans from the
rest of the excreted matter it would taste even better they figured. It did. And hey presto,
civet coffee became the most expensive coffee on the planet.
Once upon a time there was another really clever person. This time in Italy. And this time
in the cheese business. They too realized there was a problem. ‘How come’, they said to
themselves, ‘all cheese tastes pretty much the same? Why can’t we make it taste better?’
And the answer they came up with was that the heart of the problem lay in the
manufacturing process. There only being so many ways you can process milk in order to
get cheese. Being a clever person, they decided to use TRIZ to help solve the problem. A
contradiction problem as it happens, between the desire to improve taste and the limitation
of the manufacture process. Also being smart, they used the latest version of the
Contradiction Matrix rather than the original 1970s version. This is what it told them:

The clever person then brainstormed through the suggested Inventive Principles. Several
seemed to point to the same basic directions – do something earlier, nest something in
something else and use an intermediary. After incubating these clues around in their head
for a few days, finally, the Eureka moment arrived.
Maggots.
We need to process the cheese using friendly maggots.

Maggots, are rarely viewed as cute, so this time even the first part of the experimental
process was difficult. Getting the maggots out of the cheese was even less fun, and so it
was with some trepidation that they took a mouthful of the cheese with the maggots still in
it.
Strangely enough, the maggot-ridden, decomposing cheese tasted pretty good. Maybe,
the clever person thought, let’s not even try and remove the maggots, let’s see if the
consumer will eat it anyway. They did. And hey presto, Casu Marzu became the most
expensive cheese on the planet.
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Once upon a time, there was yet another clever person. This time in Korea. And in the
wine industry, where, the clever person realized there was also a problem. ‘How come’,
they said to themselves, ‘all wine tastes pretty much the same? Why can’t we make it
taste better?’ And the answer they came up with was that the heart of the problem lay in
the manufacturing process. There only being so many ways you can process a bunch of
grapes. Being a clever person, they decided to use TRIZ to help solve the problem. A
contradiction problem as it happens, between the desire to improve taste and the limitation
of the manufacture process. Also, being smart, they used the latest version of the
Contradiction Matrix rather than the original 1970s version. This is what it told them:

The clever person then brainstormed through the suggested Inventive Principles. Several
seemed to point to the same basic directions – do something earlier, nest something in
something else and use an intermediary. After incubating these clues around in their head
for a few days, finally, the Eureka moment arrived.
Mouse foetus.
We need to process the wine using mouse foetuses.
Being naturally excited about the idea, they decided to try it out…

Well, you know the story by now, and sure enough, Baby Mice Wine became the most
expensive mouse-containing wine on the planet.
It just goes to show. We really are all just re-inventing wheels. Even the edible ones.
Meanwhile, I have high hopes for my forthcoming super-food. I occasionally suffer from
Athlete’s Foot. I’ve always considered it a problem, but then, not so many minutes ago, I
had my own Eureka moment….
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Patent of the Month - Anisotropic Metamaterials

Our patent of the month this month takes us to the University of Texas in one of my
favourite cities, Austin. US9,893,432 was granted to a pair of inventors on February 13. I
have to admit it nearly slipped through our net. Read the word ‘metamaterial’ in patents
these days and it already feels like old news. Additive manufacturing opens up a whole
new world of design opportunities. We get it. And so, apparently, does every 3D-printer
owning academic and researcher on the planet. What US9,894,432 recognises, however,
is that in amongst all of the great opportunities are a series of new problems. Here’s what
they have to say on the subject in a mercifully brief and to-the-point background
description:
The present disclosure relates generally to methods and systems for improving compatibility of
electromagnetic devices and components while reducing coupling and cross-talk by manipulation
or sculpting of near field electronic and magnetic fields of electronic and electromagnetic
components.
3D printing is poised to revolutionize manufacturing and transform the way electronics and
electromagnetic devices are designed and manufactured. It offers the ability to arbitrarily place
different materials in three dimensions with high precision. This capability will help to break away
from traditional planar designs and to utilize the third dimension like never before. More functions
can fit into the same amount of space, products with novel form factors can be more easily
manufactured, interconnections can be routed more smoothly, interfaces can be better
implemented, electrical and mechanical functions can be comingled, and entirely new device
paradigms will be invented.
However, moving away from traditional planar topologies creates many new problems--like signal
integrity, crosstalk, noise, and unintentional coupling between devices or components. A number
of solutions have been proposed that reduce coupling and cross talk, including hole fences,
guarded ground tracks, step shaped transmission lines, and even faraday cages. All of these
approaches, however, use metals and can produce new problems in the framework of a 3D
system because the isolation structures themselves occupy space, limit how closely components
can be placed, and introduce electrical losses.

Or, put in lay-person terms, the ability to manufacture in three-dimensions creates a
number of emission and (electromagnetic) compatibility issues. Here’s how we might map
that conflict onto the Contradiction Matrix:
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Which, all in all looks like it gives pretty good alignment with the strategies found in the
inventors’ solution:
An electromagnetic device, comprising: a first layer comprising a first material having a first
dielectric constant, the first layer comprising a plurality of channels (Principle 3, Local Quality) or
holes (Principle 31, Porous Materials) filled with a second material (Principle 7, Nested Doll)
having a second dielectric constant that is different from the first dielectric constant (Principle 3);
and a second layer (Principle 1, Segmentation) comprising a plurality of antennas disposed on the
first layer; wherein adjacent ones of the plurality of channels of the first layer have an average
spacing (Principle 2, Separation) therebetween of less than one quarter of an operating
wavelength of at least one of the plurality of antennas….
… In certain aspects a device has one or more electromagnetic components embedded in an AM
or SVAM comprising an array of asymmetric (Principle 4, Asymmetry) unit cells comprising a
substrate forming a plurality of channels, spaces, or lattice points for a second material, at least
one material having different electromagnetic properties (i.e. dielectric constant, permeability,
conductivity, etc.) (Principle 35, Parameter Changes) forming an anisotropic metamaterial or a
spatially variant anisotropic metamaterial…
…In a further aspect one or more of the AM or SVAM layers can be a recessed portion (Principle
17, Another Dimension).
…The term antenna refers to a device that can transmit or receive electromagnetic waves
(Principle 28, Mechanics Subsitution – i.e. ‘fields’) including radio frequencies, microwave
frequencies, THz frequencies, infrared, light, x-ray, etc.

While I’m fairly certain the inventors didn’t use TRIZ, they pretty much came up with a textbook example of how TRIZ could have been used. Pretty much everything they did, the
Matrix would have told them to do. Maybe (Principle 14) curvature is the only missing
ingredient… unless you know better?
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Best of the Month – Win Bigly

I tend to have a soft spot for books that polarise readers. Especially in these days of every
book, record or movie seems to receive a meaningless four-star review. If I can believe
Scott Adams, Win Bigly and the series of Trump-election-campaign blog articles that form
the foundation of the book, has been so polarising, it has pretty much cost him his career
as (anti-corporation) Dilbert cartoonist, and made him an unwanted darling of the proTrump brigade.
A lot of the book is about Trump’s skills (or rather his advisory team’s skills) as ‘master
persuader’. A lot of it too is about confirmation bias, and how we all tend to read only what
confirms our current biases. Win Bigly isn’t a pro-Trump book, but it will be read that way
by Trump supporters. Similarly, it’s not an anti-Trump (‘the truth is irrelevant’) book, but
anyone who’s against Trump will merely seek the parts of the story that will confirm what
they already think. Or, actually, probably won’t pick the book up in the first place, lest it do
something to corrupt such preconceptions. Either way, Adams was probably on to a nowin situation. Except, maybe, for readers who can get beyond confirmation bias (including
Adam’s own confirmation biases – he seems to think that the US, thanks to Trump, is now
in the throes of a new ‘Golden Age’ – as opposed to the Gilded Age reality) and are able
to read the book as, what I think is a very compelling playbook of the master persuaders
art.
Adams, with his usual adroit touch and sense of humor, offers an enjoyably provocative
guide to the art of persuasion. In 2016, Adams predicted that Donald Trump would win the
presidency when few others considered him a serious contender. What did Adams see
that experts missed? Declaring himself a “lifelong student” of the art of persuasion, Adams
offers sharp insights into how Trump persuades people, keeps the spotlight on himself and
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the topics of his choice, and used these skills to talk his way into the White House. Using
examples from Trump’s campaign, Adams outlines the tools and methods he sees as
typical of master persuaders. He discusses why it’s effective to create a visual image such
as the “big, beautiful wall,” which captured voters’ attention with a simple solution to a
complex problem. Even though the reality is that the details of its eventual possible
creation are largely irrelevant. The main things being to, a) get the media talking about
you, arguing over extreme stories you know were never intended to be true, and, b) never
get sucked into any kind of detail that prevents people from forming their own vision and
image of what ‘the wall’ looks like. To improve a social or business reputation, Adams
writes, link to a strong “brand,” just as Trump did by borrowing his campaign slogan from
Ronald Reagan’s successful 1980 campaign. In addition to a highly readable—and
persuasive—guide to presenting ideas effectively, Adams has also written an insightful
study of how Trump bested seasoned politicians, and just enough of the population to get
where he’s now got.
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Wow In Music – Burn The Witch

Burn the Witch" is a song by the English rock band Radiohead, released on 3 May 2016
as the lead single from their ninth studio album A Moon Shaped Pool. Radiohead
developed the song for over a decade, first working on it during the sessions for their
fourth album, Kid A (2000). The song received enormously positive reviews, high placings
in every end-of-year critics’ analysis and was nominated for Best Rock Song at the 59th
Annual Grammy Awards.
Unusually in the Radiohead canon, the song is heavily built around strings. And an
orchestra. The orchestra on Burn The Witch consists entirely of strings. From the start,
Jonny uses several techniques simultaneous for particularly complex textures (Principle 5,
Merging). We get plectrums on muted strings tapping out every eighth note, forming the
true foundation for everything else. Low pitched pizzicato F#’s are mixed in as well. Then
we get a col legno “thwack” on every third beat (Principle 3, Local Quality). On the third
beat of the first measure, we get a single pizzicator F#4, but in the second measure the
players pluck eight notes starting on the the third beat and fade out quickly. There also
seems to be a plucked C# on the off-beats (Principle 17, Another Dimension) of the first
two measures which fades out by the third.
Then on top of this initial web we get small swells of higher pitch at 0:03-0:07 and again at
0:10-0:13, with a combination of both arco and col lengo crescendo’ing and
decrescendo’ing over the course of two measures (Principle 19, Periodic Action). This is
made particularly effective by having the arco players on one side (left channel) and the
col legno players on the other (right channel).
When we get the same “swell” during the chorus (at 1:17-1:29), it is peaked with short
glissando bursts. The bursts accent the first and fourth beats of every other measure - a
particularly effective syncopation.
The climax (starting at ~3:10) is marked by the low strings playing a much louder arco
rhythm while the violins go crazy with short arco bursts. Jonny likes to write separate
scores for very single musician, and during this section there are several violins playing
completely out of sync (Principle 13). One way to achieve this might have been a
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technique borrowed from Penderecki: the Polish composer frequently has several
instruments play the same pattern - only offset slightly (Principle 16) from each other (see
example video of Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima). It seems possible that Jonny
used this technique to make several violins stress the same note with seemingly at
random. Another options is that Jonny gave each violin players an option to choose
between patterns on each measure. By giving several players multiple patterns to choose
from, they would almost always end up picking different patterns, and (if the patterns are
written to enable it) would play at different times despite being in time with each other. We
get an F# major triad at 3:23, but the pattern violins remain on F# until 3:34-3:36, when
they join together to play B#* and then finish on C#.
The more conventional areas of the string arrangement (i.e. the bowed bits) are not
without their intricacies too, however. When Thom Yorke sings “abandon all reason”,
there’s a nagging cello mirroring his melody exactly (Principle 8), seemingly divorced from
the rest of the string pack. Little details like this show just what an adept and deliberately
weird composer Jonny Greenwood is.
As the song works through its second half, the strings appear to gradually disintegrate.
The cellos and basses cling tightly onto that chorus chord progression, but above them is
comparative chaos. As the Wicker Man-style pyre is lit at the end of the song’s
accompanying Trumpton-based video, the violins become deathly, Herrmann-esque and
quite horrid, a neat counterpoint to the comparative conventionality of the song’s structure
and melodies.
So while Radiohead are often held up as denizens of doing it differently, ‘Burn The Witch’
is them working smart rather than working hard. They’ve set up simple confines, but within
them they’ve experimented heavily and made something exceptionally strange, tonally
speaking, and inventive to boot.
It’s an orchestral pop song, but the orchestra is taking cues from heavy metal, chuggachugga-chugga-ing the entire time. No wonder: A room full instruments acting frenetically,
insistently, and not quite in unison is as fitting an approximation for a bustling murderous
mob as any music might provide. Radiohead’s post-Bends interest in fusing acoustic and
electronic elements continues with a drum machine and big, dubby low end creating
menace and groove.
The magic of the song is in large part from how it starts intense but still finds ways to
intensify. The anxiety-making central sonic engine keeps thrumming along as the
dynamics shift dramatically—higher, lower, quieter, louder. In the second verse, string
melodies swoop in to play beautiful counterpoint to Yorke, who’s as mushy-mouthed but
strangely catchy as ever. Everything froths together for a nightmarish crescendo at the
end, and where, perhaps, the lyrical ‘low flying panic attack’ finally arrives. And the world
is made anew.
Stay in the shadows
Cheer at the gallows
This is a round up
This is a low flying panic attack
Sing a song on the jukebox that goes
Burn the witch
Burn the witch
We know where you live
Red crosses on wooden doors
And if you float you burn
Loose talk around tables
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Abandon all reason
Avoid all eye contact
Do not react
Shoot the messengers
This is a low flying panic attack
Sing the song of sixpence that goes
Burn the witch
Burn the witch
We know where you live
We know where you live

Investments – Rotational 3D-Printing

Harvard engineers have demonstrated a new 3D printing technique that allows the
arrangement of short fibers in the printed material to be finely tuned. The spinning printer
head gives the technique the name "rotational 3D printing," and according to the team the
fibers in the ink can be arranged in different orientations at different parts of the printed
object, in order to boost its strength, stiffness and resistance to damage.
3D printing is emerging as a powerful tool for lowering the cost, materials and know-how
for manufacturing, by depositing layer after layer of "ink" to build up an object. But the
maximum resolution of these printers means that the microstructures of the material often
can't be directly controlled. To strengthen a particular part of the object, for example, a
normal 3D printer might need to just drop more of the material in that spot.
Rotational 3D printing, on the other hand, is designed to let users configure the properties
of individual areas of an object by tweaking the microstructures. The spinning printer head
will send streams of the ink in a given direction, lining up the micro-fibers in a way that
makes them more load-bearing, or better able to resist damage. Better yet, it saves
material compared to the approach of just dumping more in a given spot.
"Rotational 3D printing can be used to achieve optimal, or near optimal, fiber
arrangements at every location in the printed part, resulting in higher strength and stiffness
with less material," says Brett Compton, co-author of a study describing the technique.
"Rather than using magnetic or electric fields to orient fibers, we control the flow of the
viscous ink itself to impart the desired fiber orientation."
With this system, during the software planning process users could pinpoint which parts of
an object need to be reinforced, and the rotational 3D printer would take care of the rest.
While the current prototype worked with an epoxy composite matrix, the technique could
be applied to any ink material used in any 3D printing hardware.
"One of the exciting things about this work is that it offers a new avenue to produce
complex microstructures, and to controllably vary the microstructure from region to
region," says Jordan Raney, co-author of the study. "More control over structure means
more control over the resulting properties, which vastly expands the design space that can
be exploited to optimize properties further."
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Generational Cycles – Distribution Curves & Contradictions

There are two kinds of people in the world Part #335. There are the people that see
everything as black or white. And there are people who understand distribution curves. For
some reason the generation-cycles work of Strauss and Howe seems to attract a lot of the
former. They reveal themselves usually by taking great offence at a model that describes
them (or their offspring) according to a caricature word or phrase. When a caricature word
describes a generation cohort as ‘narcissistic’ or ‘suffocated’, their immediate assumption
is that it is trying to insult everyone in the cohort. It is not. And, as far as I can tell following
multiple re-readings of the Strauss & Howe work, it was not their view either. Strauss &
Howe understood distribution curves. Such that, when we characterize Boomers and
Nomads as ‘live to work’ generations, we know that there is a range of live-to-work-like
behaviours that can be spotted when looking at different members of the cohort. Likewise,
not every Hero generation Millennial has a 180-degree opposite ‘work to live’ perspective
on life. The reality when comparing the different cohorts might look something like this:
GenX

GenY

100%
Live To
Work

100%
Work To
Live

What this pair of distribution curves is trying to tell us is that ‘on average’ a GenX Nomad
is more likely to have ‘live to work’ attitudes than the ‘average’ GenY Hero.
This doesn’t necessarily mean the distribution curve appreciating people like the Strauss &
Howe model any more than the black-or-white crowd. Their argument usually tracks along
the lines, ‘well, if the difference between one cohort and the next is only a few percentage
points, does the model actually tell us anything useful at all?’
And that’s why the world needs a third kind of person. People that understand the true
value of distribution curves has nothing at all to do with the mean or deviation, but rather
the two extremes. The extremes tell us what the contradictions are. And the contradictions
define the innovation opportunities.
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It’s not about what percentage of Nomads live-to-work and what percentage of Heroes
don’t, it’s about recognizing there is a contradiction between live-to-work and work-to-live
and if we can somehow solve that contradiction we make everyone in between the two
extremes happy.
I wish there were more of this third kind of person. If there were, the world wouldn’t find
itself having so many fatuous arguments about whether there’s a two-point difference
between two distributions, or whether normal distribution curves are more relevant than
power law curves, but would rather get on with the more important job of innovating to
make everyone happier…
If this person is happy and this person is happy…
GenX

GenY

100%
Live To
Work

…by definition, all these people are also happy

I’m not sure either Strauss or Howe understood it, but the real power of their caricatures is
they make all the important generational contradictions much more vivid and visible. Their
fine work makes for the perfect base camp for innovators.
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Biology – Hummingbird

The sight of a tiny hummingbird hovering in front of a flower and then darting to another
with lightning speed amazes and delights. But it also leaves watchers with a persistent
question: How do they do it?
Now, the most detailed, three-dimensional aerodynamic simulation of hummingbird flight
conducted to date has definitively demonstrated that the hummingbird achieves its nimble
aerobatic abilities through a unique set of aerodynamic forces that are more closely
aligned to those found in flying insects than to other birds.
The new supercomputer simulation was produced by a pair of mechanical engineers at
Vanderbilt University who teamed up with a biologist at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. It is described in the article “Three-dimensional flow and lift characteristics of a
hovering ruby-throated hummingbird” published in November 2014 in the Journal of the
Royal Society Interface.
For some time researchers have been aware of the similarities between hummingbird and
insect flight, but some experts have supported an alternate model which proposed that
hummingbird’s wings have aerodynamic properties similar to helicopter blades.
However, the new realistic simulation demonstrates that the tiny birds make use of
unsteady airflow mechanisms, generating invisible vortices of air that produce the lift they
need to hover and flit from flower to flower.
You might think that if the hummingbird simply beats its wings fast enough and hard
enough it can push enough air downward to keep its small body afloat. But, according to
the simulation, lift production is much trickier than that. For example, as the bird pulls its
wings forward and down, tiny vortices form over the leading and trailing edges and then
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merge into a single large vortex, forming a low-pressure area that provides lift. In addition,
the tiny birds further enhance the amount of lift they produce by pitching up their wings
(rotate them along the long axis) as they flap.
Hummingbirds perform another neat aerodynamic trick – one that sets them apart from
their larger feathered relatives. They not only generate positive lift on the downstroke, but
they also generate lift on the upstroke by inverting their wings. As the leading edge begins
moving backwards, the wing beneath it rotates around so the top of the wing becomes the
bottom and bottom becomes the top. This allows the wing to form a leading-edge vortex
as it moves backward generating positive lift.
According to the simulation, the downstroke produces most of the thrust but that is only
because the hummingbird puts more energy into it. The upstroke produces only 30
percent as much lift but it takes only 30 percent as much energy, making the upstroke
equally as aerodynamically efficient as the more powerful downstroke.
Large birds, by contrast, generate almost all of their lift on the downstroke. They pull in
their wings toward their bodies to reduce the amount of negative lift they produce while
flapping upward.
Although hummingbirds are much larger than flying insects and stir up the air more
violently as they move, the way that they fly is more closely related to insects than it is to
other birds, according to the researchers.
Insects like dragonflies, house flies and mosquitoes can also hover and dart forward and
back and side to side. Although the construction of their wings is much different, consisting
of a thin membrane stiffened by a system of veins, they also make use of unsteady airflow
mechanisms to generate vortices that produce the lift they need to fly. Their wings are also
capable of producing positive lift on both upstroke and downstroke. They do this by
twisting the orientation of the wing between the up and downstrokes, and so, if we watch
the tips of the wing, they move in a figure 8 pattern.
From a conflict solving perspective, the problem the hummingbird has to overcome is a
classic force-versus-speed problem. The bird needs to generate lift (Force), but, with a
normal bird wing pattern, can only generate lift on the downstroke and thus needs to be
able to spend as little time in the upstroke as possible – i.e. by upstroking as quickly as
possible. Here’s what that problem looks like when mapped on to the Matrix:

Principles 13 (The Other Way Around), 15 (Dynamics – twisting the wing), 9 (priorcounteraction – micro-vortices) and 12 (Equi-potentiality) all fit what the hummingbird is
doing. You can see all four strategies in action by checking out the simulation video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg8xg4U7Xqs
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To capture the details of the aerodynamics of the hummingbird’s ability to hover, Tyson
Hedrick, associate professor of biology at UNC, put tiny dabs of non-toxic paint at nine
places on a female ruby-throated hummingbird’s wing. Then he took high-speed videos at
1,000 frames per second with four cameras while the bird hovered in front of an artificial
flower. Then at Vanderbilt Haoxiang Luo, associate professor of mechanical engineering,
and doctoral student Jialei Song took the video, extracted data on the position of the
points in three dimensions and reconstructed the varying wing shape and position for a full
flapping cycle. Using the super-computers at the National Science Foundation’s Extreme
Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) and at Vanderbilt’s Advanced
Computing Center for Research and Education, the engineers created a fluid-dynamic
model that simulated the thousands of tiny vortices that the hummingbird’s wings create
and so was able to reproduce the complex web of forces that allow these tiny miracles of
nature to fly.
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Short Thort

“All that is transitory is but a metaphor.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

“Sometimes now was enough.
Sometimes it was everything.”
Mary Balogh, Simply Perfect

News
Business Matrix 3.0
We’re happy and more than a little bit relieved to be able to announce that the finished
manuscript for the (220 page) book backing up the fold-out sheet published last year went
to the printers this month. With a following wind, the actual book will be available for
purchase before the end of next month.
Lean Lithuania
Darrell will be presenting a keynote paper and a one-day innovation workshop at the big
Lean event in Northern Europe in November. Vilnius is the place to be. 8th and 9th are the
dates to put in your diary.
Australia
Beyond Darrell’s trip to Sydney and Melbourne in March, it seems he’s been invited back
to Sydney for a client job during the last week of August. Travelling that far, he’s very keen
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to combine multiple jobs together, either in Australia or somewhere between there and the
UK. If anyone’s interested, we suggest you get in touch with Darrell directly.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Construction – Innovation Conference Keynote
Education – SI Project Support
Retail – SI Certification Workshops
Electronics – SI For Business Certification Workshops
Electronics – Disruptive Innovation Project
Apparel – Design-Thinking Culture Workshops
Automotive - SI Workshops
Healthcare – PanSensic Study
Education – Innovation Strategy Workshop
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